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 579636 In May 1876, when he was 18 years old, Gotō adopted the shinai (bamboo sword) in the form of a ninja, beginning his lifelong career as a ninja. Gotō trained in the Way of the Shadow from the age of twelve, mastering the weapon in three years and becoming a shinobi (ninja) in the same time. While Gotō's nickname was "the White Cranes", his role as the leader of the Hyōga clan was
supported by Fumō Chitani, who chose Gotō as the successor to his position as a ninja in the Hyōga ninja clan after Chitani's death. Contents History Gotō had a strong dislike for the shinobi (ninja) lifestyle. In his early days as a ninja, Gotō would sneak out of his home in order to attend social functions hosted by his father, the former lord of Hyōga Castle, and his father's vassals. One night, while
returning home late after one such social function, Gotō came across a group of shinobi sneaking into his home. This interaction left Gotō feeling disgusted and angry, as he believed that these individuals were not only sneaking into his father's home, but that they were undermining Gotō's father's authority. Gotō was also angered by the treatment he received while being held captive by the shinobi,

who repeatedly gave him insultingly low prices for the food he was given. After this experience, Gotō found himself disinclined to work with shinobi in the future. Upon discovering this change in his attitude, one of the shinobi responsible for his treatment noticed Gotō's change in temperament and asked the whereabouts of his vassals. When he discovered that they had been summoned to attend the
ceremony of Gotō's formal acceptance into the Hyōga ninja clan, the shinobi asked Gotō to return with him. Gotō refused and instead gathered his father's vassals and ninja from the neighboring clans. When Gotō attacked the shinobi's hiding place, the shinobi managed to attack the villagers before being defeated by Gotō. When the shinobi tried to escape, Gotō hunted them down. When the shinobi

attempted to disguise himself as a peasant woman, Gotō caught the shinobi and as punishment severely beat him. When the shinobi confessed to his role in stealing Gotō's vassals, Gotō then ordered the shinobi to 82157476af
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